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A Breakdown of Tonight’s Activities 

 

Check-in: Please see the check-in table to let us know you’re here and why you came! 

 

Activity 1: Now or Wow! 

 

Each person in the circle will take 15 seconds (that’s all!) to tell  

the room their name and something new, good, or  

exciting happening in their lives. Got a new puppy?  

Scored an A on a math test? Simply made it through the  

day? Let us know! 

 

 

Activity 2: Share-A-Care 

It’s time for some good community conversation. At this time, anyone in the  

room is open to suggest a topic for a small group discussion.  
Share your cares with us!  

Want to start a book club? Need some help gathering people for  

neighborhood cleanup? Wondering what people are thinking 

about something happening in your community?  

Throw it up on the board!  

After about 6 discussion questions are suggested, everyone will be  

able to break off into discussion groups based on each 

suggestion. Feel free to jump to the group that best interests you! 
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Activity 3: Community Connect 

Now that we are all acquainted… Let’s get to the good stuff.  

Is there a specific need you have? An interest you’d like to  

expand on? A connection you need to be made? 

Now’s the time to do it. In this activity each person will be 

able to voice a need to the group. Need a tutor?  

Need a carpool buddy? 

Need to make a quick connection with someone  

else in the room? Do it now!  

Can you assist with someone else’s need?  

Let them know! 

 

 

Activity 4: Match & Act 

Now that you have voiced your needs and connected with  

others, it’s time to match up and exchange information!  

Use our Match & Act cards to connect with you  

Community Connection and come up with next  

steps that work best for you.  

 

 

Wrap Up: Be sure you signed in and take our exit survey on the way out! Don’t forget your next 

action steps. We’ll see you next time! 


